KERRY EQUIPMENT® BRAND PROFILE

Kerry Equipment was established in 1976 and has developed into one of the world’s leading Healthcare equipment brands, manufacturing and distributing an impressive range of Hospital and Nursing Home Equipment. The Kerry Equipment range is specifically designed for quality, design, function and range. The range includes:

- General Ward Equipment
- Specialised Theatre Carts
- Drug Dispensing Systems
- Laundry and Cleaning Trolleys
- Shower Products
- Patient Lifters and Hoists
- Birthing and Paediatric Equipment

The Kerry Equipment patient hoist range includes the world’s first multi-purpose motorised patient lifter, which has revolutionised the patient transfer system at the push of a button. Versatile lifters have been specifically designed for all types of patient hoisting and transfers:

- Floor lifts
- Chair lifts
- Toileting
- Carriage and room transfers

KEY BENEFITS OF KERRY EQUIPMENT® PATIENT LIFTERS & HOISTS

- Easy to control system that transports and transfers patients with ease
- Reduced back strain and other associated injuries to nursing staff and patients
- Easy to clean and maintain
- Polyurethane coated legs to protect patients, staff, lifter and facilities
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient sling size identification label
- All hoists are fitted with neon lighting and warning front lights for easy recognisability.

Apollo Healthcare International Limited are the exclusive distributors of the Hills Healthcare product range throughout the United Kingdom, Ireland, Europe and the Middle East.

Hills Healthcare is a well known and respected manufacturer and supplier of healthcare furniture and equipment, and currently has two manufacturing sites in Australia. Each manufacturing plant is equipped with the latest technology, equipment and skilled personnel, to ensure that all manufactured products meet very stringent quality and design specifications. Hills Healthcare is Quality Assured to ISO 9001.

The product Apollo Healthcare import and distribute offer an extensive range of rehabilitation furniture and equipment, aged care products, hospital equipment and dental speciality products.

Apollo now has distribution centres in Avonmouth, Newton Abbot and Belfast, to better service its clients.

We are here to provide you with the best possible service. If there is anything we can do to improve our performance, please contact us immediately.

APOLLO HEALTHCARE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
29-30 Horse Fair, Banbury
Oxfordshire OX16 0BW
United Kingdom
Tel: + 44 (0)1295 788 518
Fax: + 44 (0)1295 254 454
www.apollo-healthcare.com

Hills Healthcare reserves the right to make modifications and/or improvements to any product without notification.
**QUIK-STAND PATIENT HOIST: KH400G**

**Features**
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Non-slip foot plate with rounded safe lip

**TWIN-LIFT PATIENT HOIST: KH407**

**Features**
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Audio low battery warning system
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Two speed actuator with electric gating as standard
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient safety and protection

**EZY-LIFT PATIENT HOIST: KH405F**

**Features**
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Two speed actuator with electric gating as standard
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Audio low battery warning system

**NEW DRIVE PATIENT HOIST: KH406**

**Features**
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Long reach padded boom
- Single point battery recharge
- Non-slip foot plate with rounded safe lip

**SWIT-M-I-LIFT PATIENT HOIST: KH404F**

**Features**
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Audio low battery warning system
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Single point battery recharge

**EZY-D-R-I-V-E PATIENT HOIST: KH404D**

**Features**
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 225kg
- Two directional, dual speed hand control with safety lever
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 225kg

**MAXI-LIFT PATIENT HOIST: KH404DU**

**Features**
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Long reach padded boom
- Single point battery recharge
- Non-slip foot plate with rounded safe lip

For full specifications including dimensions and further technical information, together with details of the full range of transfer slings, please visit our website: www.apollo-healthcare.com
PATIENT HOIST: KH407T
TWIN-LIFT
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated foot plate
- Non slip padded foot plate with non-slip safety tape

PATIENT HOIST: KH400G
QUIK-STAND
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Fold up, lock away foot plate
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip

GENERAL PURPOSE SLING
STANDARD SLING WITH HEAD SUPPORT
FULL BODY SLING WITH DROP DOWN LEGS

All lifts are available in three sizes: Small, Medium and Large. For more information, please visit our website: www.apollo-healthcare.com

PATIENT HOIST: KH405F
MULTI-LIFT
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

PATIENT HOIST: KH405DU
EZY-DRIVE
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Integrated drive control with safety control lever
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control with safety control lever
- Fold up, lock away foot plate
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Single point battery recharge
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Safe during the standing operation
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 225kg
- Fold up, lock away foot plate
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip

PATIENT HOIST: KH404F
SWIFT-LIFT
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH404DU
SWIFT-DRIVE
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH401F
MULTI-LIFT
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH401DU
MAXI-LIFT
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU
MAXI-DRIVE
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH406F
EZY-DRIVE
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Integrated drive control with safety control lever
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control with safety control lever
- Fold up, lock away foot plate
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Single point battery recharge
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Safe during the standing operation
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU
EZY-DRIVE
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Integrated drive control with safety control lever
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control with safety control lever
- Fold up, lock away foot plate
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Single point battery recharge
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Safe during the standing operation
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH402
HOME CARE LIFTER
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH403
STANDARD SLING
STANDARD SLING WITH HEAD SUPPORT
FULL BODY SLING WITH DROP DOWN LEGS

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH401
MULTI-LIFT
Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg

PATIENT HOIST: KH403DU
STANDARD SLING
STANDARD SLING WITH HEAD SUPPORT
FULL BODY SLING WITH DROP DOWN LEGS

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient stability
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed hand rail to ensure patient feels safe during the standing operation
- Large padded and gated knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient size identification
- Emergency stop button
- Audio low battery warning system
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Integrated drive control unit with safety control lever
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
QUICK-STAND

PATIENT HOIST: KH406G

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 225kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Large padded and gaited knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection

HOME CARE LIFTER

PATIENT HOIST: KH400

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Large padded and gaited knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection

EZY-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH405F

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Large padded and gaited knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection

MAXI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH404F

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

TWIN-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH607

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 225kg
- Medium size with manual leg gating
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Padded handle for patient safety and protection
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Easy and safe sling connection

GENERAL PURPOSE SLING

STANDARD SLING

FEATURES

3 sizes available in three sizes, broad, medium and long
To order slings please call us or visit our website:
www.apollo-healthcare.com

EZY-DRIVE

PATIENT HOIST: KH405DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 225kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two directional, dual speed hand control with safety control lever
- Ergonomically designed push handle
- Folding foot plate
- Emergency stop button
- Long reach padded boom and yoke for patient safety and protection
- Non-slip foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Single point battery recharge

FULL BODY SLING

WITH DIVIDED LEG

FEATURES

4 sizes available in three sizes, broad, medium and long
To order slings please call us or visit our website:
www.apollo-healthcare.com

EZY-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH405F

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Large padded and gaited knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection

SWIFT-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH404F

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Large padded and gaited knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection

SWIFT-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH404F

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 150kg
- Wide push handle for easy handling
- Two speed actuator with electric leg gating as standard
- Plug in rechargeable battery system
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Large padded and gaited knee support
- Easy and safe sling connection

MULTI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

MULTI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

MULTI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

MAXI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

MULTI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

MAXI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

MAXI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

MAXI-LIFT

PATIENT HOIST: KH406DU

Features
- Designed to accommodate loads of up to 300kg
- Single point battery recharge
- Multi-functional joystick drive control unit
- Electric leg gating as standard
- Padded yoke for patient safety and protection
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Emergency stop button with emergency lowering
- Non slip gated foot plate with rounded safe lip
- Fold up, lock away foot plate

For full specifications including dimensions and further technical information, please refer to our website:
www.apollo-healthcare.com
KERRY EQUIPMENT® BRAND PROFILE
Kerry Equipment was established in 1976 and has developed into one of the world's leading Healthcare equipment brands, manufacturing and distributing an extensive range of Medical and Nursing Equipment. The Kerry Equipment product is versatile for quality, design, function and range. The range includes:
- General Ward Equipment
- Specialised Theatre Carts
- Drug Dispensing Systems
- Laundry and Cleaning Trolleys
- Shower Products
- Patient Lifters and Hoists
- Birthing and Paediatric Equipment

The Kerry Equipment patient hoist range include the world’s first multi-purpose motorised patient lifter, which has revolutionised the patient transfer system at the push of a button. Versatile lifters have been specifically engineered for all types of patient hoisting and transfers:
- Floor lifts
- Chair transfers
- Toileting
- Corridor and room transfers

Key Benefits of Kerry Equipment® Patient Lifters & Hoists:
- Safe and comfortable patient transports and transfers
- Easy to control system that transports and transfers patients with ease
- Reduced back strain and other associated injuries to nursing staff and patients
- Easy to clean and maintain equipment
- Polyurethane coated legs to protect patients, staff, lifter and facilities
- Easy and safe sling connection with patient sling size identification label
- All hoists are fitted with rear locking castors and front swivel castors for ease of manoeuvrability

Apollo Healthcare International Limited are the exclusive distributors of the Hills Healthcare product range throughout the United Kingdom, Ireland, Europe and the Middle East. Hills Healthcare is a well-known and respected manufacturer and supplier of healthcare furniture and equipment, and currently has two manufacturing sites in Australia. Each manufacturing plant is equipped with the latest technology, equipment and skilled personnel to ensure that all manufactured products meet very stringent quality and design specifications. Hills Healthcare is Quality Assured to ISO 9001.

The products Apollo Healthcare import and distribute offer an extensive range of rehabilitation furniture and equipment, aged care products, hospital equipment and dating home products.

Apollo Healthcare has distribution centres in Bridgwater, Newton Abbot and Belfast, to better service its clients.

We are here to provide you with the best possible service. If there is anything we can do to improve our service, please contact us immediately.

APOLLO HEALTHCARE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
29-30 Horse Fair, Banbury
Oxfordshire OX16 0BW
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1295 788 518
Fax: +44 (0)1295 254 454
www.apollo-healthcare.com

DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY REHABILITATION FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
UNITED KINGDOM • IRELAND • EUROPE • MIDDLE EAST

Apollo Healthcare reserves the right to make modifications and/or improvements to any product without notification.
KERRY EQUIPMENT® BRAND PROFILE

Kerry Equipment was established in 1976 and has developed into one of the world’s leading Healthcare equipment brands, manufacturing and distributing an extensive range of Hospital and Nursing Home Equipment. The Kerry Equipment product range is renowned for quality, design, function and range. The range includes:
• General Ward Equipment
• Specialised Theatre Carts
• Drug Dispensing Systems
• Laundry and Cleaning Trolleys
• Shower Products
• Patient Lifters and Hoists
• Birthing and Paediatric Equipment

The Kerry Equipment patient hoist range includes the world’s first multi-purpose motorised patient lifter, which has revolutionised the patient transfer system at the push of a button. Versatile lifters have been specifically designed for all types of patient hoisting and transfers:
• Bed transfers
• Floor lifts
• Chair transfers
• Toileting
• Corridor and room transfers

KEY BENEFITS OF KERRY EQUIPMENT® PATIENT LIFTERS & HOISTS
• Easy to control system that transports and transfers patients with ease
• Reduced back strain and other associated injuries to nursing staff and patients
• Extra manoeuvrable components
• Polyurethane coated legs to protect patients, staff, lifter and facilities
• Easy and safe sling connection with patient sling size identification label
• All hoists are fitted with over locking safety and support handrests for easy, manoeuvrability

Apollo Healthcare International Limited are the exclusive distributors of the Hills Healthcare product range throughout the UK, Ireland, Europe and the Middle East.

Hills Healthcare is a well known and respected manufacturer and supplier of Healthcare furniture and equipment, and currently has two manufacturing sites in Australia. Each manufacturing plant is equipped with the latest technology, equipment and skilled personnel, to ensure that all manufactured products meet very stringent quality and design specifications. Hills Healthcare is committed to continuing its history of excellence in the healthcare industry.

The products Apollo Healthcare import and distribute offer an extensive range of rehabilitation, furniture and equipment, aged care products, hospital equipment and disability aids products.

Apollo now have distribution centres in Avonmouth, Newton Abbot and Belfast, to better service its clients.

We are here to provide you with the best possible service. If there is anything we can do to improve our performance, please contact us immediately.

APOLLO HEALTHCARE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
29-30 Horse Fair, Banbury
Oxfordshire OX16 0BW
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1295 788 518
Fax: +44 (0)1295 254 404
www.apollo-healthcare.com

DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY REHABILITATION FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
UNITED KINGDOM • IRELAND • EUROPE • MIDDLE EAST

DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY REHABILITATION FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
UNITED KINGDOM • IRELAND • EUROPE • MIDDLE EAST